The Wedding
Photographer Files
EPISODE THREE

Photography advice for couples
planning an alfresco marquee
(or tipi!) wedding at home

Hey lovers,
I 'm Sarah!

I’m a coffee cake-loving,
fur baby-cuddling UK wedding
photographer for couples
longing to leave a legacy of love.
In this episode of The Wedding Photographer Files, I’ll be
sharing my pro tips on how to get beautiful photos of
your alfresco marquee wedding.
Because having your wedding at home might sound dreamy
and delightful … but there are hidden challenges outdoor
weddings present that could prevent you from creating
gorgeous wedding photos.
Never fear, that’s why I’m here. Consider this your fuss-free
guide to counteracting common marquee wedding
photography challenges.

Your wedding day vision
is crystal clear.
It’s going to be the most English of weddings –
long balmy evenings, miles of bunting blowing
in the breeze, champagne and strawberries,
gorgeous gardens, bees buzzing around making
honey while you make memories …
It all starts with you, getting ready at

There are delicious drinks on lawn,

your parents’ house. Your wedding

canapes and rolling around with

outfit is hung on the door of your

laughter in front of rolling hills in

childhood bedroom, set against a

the background.

backdrop of the school textbooks,
teddies and trophies your parents

You make your way into the

sentimentally never moved.

marquee (or tipi), hand in hand as
newlyweds, and grin at your guests

If the weather is good, you walk

standing on their seats and waving

through your village, your faithful

their napkins with whoops and

pooch tagging along for the stroll.

woohoos to welcome you.

You get married in your charming
village church, surrounded by family

You share in a delicious meal,

and friends who have reunited from

followed by speeches that blend

afar to share your special day.

heartfelt with hilarious and cringeworthy with tear-jerking. Then the

After a rousing rendition of

cake is cut, the band fires up, you

Jerusalem, you run the confetti

kick your Choos off, let your hair

gauntlet and lead everyone pied

down and party the night away like

piper style back past the pub where

it’s 2099.

you’ve had umpteen family lunches,
past the villagers gathered to see
you on the village green and back
to your parents’ house for a relaxed
marquee reception in your very own
personal green and pleasant land.

Ah … how could it get any better?

Why marquee weddings
are magical
As a wedding photographer based in rural Northamptonshire, I’m
surrounded by idyllic countryside, which means around 75% of my
weddings are marquee/tipi weddings in villages/farms.
Which is good because it’s my fave kind of wedding!
Unlike commercial and purpose-made venues, marquee and tipi
weddings tend to be more effortlessly relaxed, authentic and oh so
much fun to capture.
This magical atmosphere is the sum of …

Meaningful locations
Getting married in the village where you grew up (and maybe still live!) is
wonderfully personal. Going back to your roots brings true connection to
your day, making your wedding feel warm, friendly and intimate – even with
a 100 + guest list. Plus, with no venue rules or regulations, you can do this
your way and make your wedding totally your own.

Outdoors
Retreating to the countryside means infusing your day with a sense of
peaceful serenity. Surrounded by greenery and great views, the calming
energy of nature will put everyone at ease and allow you and your guests
to truly relax.

Mingling time
With no venue-enforced limits, you can create your own schedule for the
day, allowing all the time you want for fun (and cake). This means your day
will be structured just enough to ensure everything runs smoothly, but
there’ll be no need to rush about from formality to formality.

Yep, it’s official: Alfresco weddings make me jump for joy!
… Except, sometimes, when they don’t.
With an outdoor wedding, you’re at both the pleasure and the mercy of
Mother Nature.
And she is a fickle goddess.
So making sure you get great photos no matter Mother Nature’s mood?
That’s why I’m here!
Here’s how to make sure your alfresco wedding photography is all good in
the ‘hood.

How to nail your outdoor
wedding photography
Pro wedding photographer tips to ensure your
alfresco wedding photography is amazing.

Tip one: Choose an alfresco-friendly
wedding photographer
Not all wedding photographers are created equal. We each have our own
specialities, experience and favourites that can work to your advantage
during your wedding. For alfresco weddings, I’d recommend choosing a
photographer:

•

Experienced at shooting in marquees & tipis.

•

With the ability to spot opportunities not as immediately obvious as
they are with architectural type venues (e.g. eagle eyes that can spot
gaps in long grass, the curve of flower borders, a frame of trees in
the distance.)

•

That’s strong at post-production. Marquees give a yellow cast to photos
that will need correcting. The orange of a tipi, especially on a sunny day
when the sun shines through and makes everything glow, will also need
to be corrected. You want natural skin tones – not jaundice. Let me be
the first to tell you that’s tough to get right!

•

Who will don wellies, and keep calm and carry on if it’s wet.

•

That’s comfortable with cows, sheep, dogs and chickens roaming about.

•

With a big focus on photographing people, not just the couple
and details.
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Tip two: Make the most of your marquee space
Pfft – who needs to think about the indoors when you’re hosting a wedding
outdoors, right?!
Well, while I totally understand you wanting to keep undercover spaces to a
minimum to take advantage of your great location (and not to mention for
budget reasons!), I want to remind you of a very English phenomena: Rain.
Imagine if it’s pouring down outside. Your guests will be packed into the bar
area, jostling each other with their elbows, mumbling politely, “Excuse me,”
and “Sorry” as they try to navigate a room that might logistically fit your
guests but physically feels like a tin of sardines.
Not only will your guests feel frazzled and cramped, but it’ll be impossible
for your photographer to move between people without disturbing them,
let alone capture discreet photos without anyone realising.
Which is why, if budget allows, I always recommend investing in more
marquee space.
More space = happier guests (and better wedding photos!)

Here are some of my other pro tips for creating a
photography-friendly undercover space:

Curtain off the dining area. You’ll

Think about where you’ll make your

avoid people spilling into table

grand entrance for dinner. I often

space and putting their coats/

see the back of the entrance into

bags on their seats before your

the marquee when I’m shooting –

photographer gets a chance to

so pay attention to making it pretty.

photograph it all looking pristine.

Bonus: This spot can also double as
a space for portraits.

Make sure the parking area is out

Create a space that feels welcoming.

of sight. Otherwise, it can limit

Suspended flowers, the cake given

backgrounds and angles for photos

pride of place (possibly even hung,

– plus, as fabulous as your family

carefully, from the poles), garlanding,

and friends’ cars are, we want your

statement lights, bunting and décor

location to shine in your wedding

that brings the outside in. This will

photos!

bring those plain walls to life and
create interest that ensures your
indoor space looks amazing in
your photos.

Consider starlit black lining around

Have your marquee styling

your dance floor. This will make

(flowers, décor and all finishing

for dramatic dance floor shots,

touches) finished the day before or

especially in the summer when it’ll

first thing in the morning. Of course,

make it look like night-time. That

this will depend on the weather and

way your dancing photos will really

how much there is to set-up and

pop when your photographer adds

create (if it’s hot, you don’t want

flash or continuous light.

wilting flowers!).
But if it’s possible, it means your
photographer can take photos of all
the details before your ceremony,
as part of (or en route to) your
morning preparation photographs.
Otherwise, you risk not getting
those photos at all if the weather

Install a flower wall. Your guests

is bad and people go into the

will love it! It’s a fab feature and

marquee early.

when you position it where the
light from your marquee ‘window’

If your day does turn out to be

falls diagonally across it, it will be lit

dry, it’ll be a bonus because your

beautifully for wet-weather photos.

photographer will have more time

You can splurge on fresh flowers or

to spend on photos of people

save by hiring faux (Flower Walls of

during the drinks reception.

Cambridge is great!)

Tip three: Give your lighting some love
Light is massively important for photography. Good lighting can make an
average image incredible, and bad lighting can turn an incredible shot into
a lacklustre one.
So let’s make sure your lighting is lit.
Lighting considerations for marquee weddings:

•

Ensure there’s a clear roof or wall(s), at least for the bar area, to let light
in. A rainy day is darker anyway and the bar area darker still once lots
of people are crammed into a small space. (Keep in mind this won’t be
great for a hot summer day, so make sure your marquee has sides that
can be lifted to allow for airflow.)

•

For best results, you’ll need even lighting throughout your marquee.
Most marquees come with two token chandeliers that are so tiny they
look lost. Scale is all important. Fill the space with strings of stylish
festoon lights, masses of high energy lanterns or go oversize with big
chandeliers. Light all the candles and go OTT with fairy lights.

•

Keep coloured uplighters, loved by DJs and loathed by photographers,
for the dancefloor/bar … Or risk [green] faces. At the very least, avoid
them for the daytime and have someone switch them on after the
speeches for the evening party.

Tip four: Choose all-weather-friendly
formal portrait location(s)
Okay, so you know you’ll need some indoor or sheltered space *just in
case* the weather throws a tantrum.
And while typical commercial venues might have clear-cut spots for formal
photos, things can get a little hazy when you’re in an outdoor location that’s
not designed for weddings.
But if you want to skip the stress and learn from the hundreds of marquee
weddings I’ve shot, keep reading for my alfresco formal photo location tips.
Formal photos at your church
Doorways with a covered porch offer good light and shelter from rain for
portraits and small groups - unless there’s a strong east wind or bright
sunshine driving straight into door. Otherwise, sometimes there’s a
spacious vestibule that would be big enough, or even the altar steps. Keep
in mind that you’ll need your vicar’s permission for interior shots after the
ceremony though.
Formal photos en route from church to reception
Are there any pretty locations you can stop at en route from your church to
your reception? Spots like old houses, bluebell woods, bridges and streams
are great. Otherwise, check with a local farmer if you can use their hay
barn, or visit a local attraction you loved as a child.

Formal photos at your reception

•

In a residential house, the gardens, front door, inside rooms, gazebo
(decorated with florals) are great formal photo spots. Pick the most
neutral part (I’m thinking about things like paint colours and pictures
on the walls here) of the house so it appeals to both sides of the
family, and move unnecessary furniture out to create more space.

•

On a farm, you can get creative with textures and go rustic with tractor
tyres, hay bales, the cattle field or paddocks. If it’s wet, you can head to
the barns or outbuildings.

•

Otherwise, why not create your own photo set? Find a prop hire
company or ransack the house and go wild. Vintage doors look great
propped up and dressed with foliage, as do large sofas and hay bales
(extra points for a pyramid stack!).

•

You can keep those not involved in each group in a separate room
(but close by) so your photographer has room to work and there aren’t
people waiting in front of windows and blocking the light. Keep in mind
that you may need chairs to create extra rows for bigger groups too.

For your ‘Everyone’
photo, you’ll need an
elevated window, drone
or digger scoop!

Tip five: Work with the weather
You might think that a sunny day

a large tree is great for soft light

sets the perfect scene for amazing

or head to the side of the house

wedding photos, right? Well, the

that’s in shadow, where the light

truth is a little more complicated.

is diffused and which offers a cool
retreat from the heat.

Each type of weather has its own
photographic advantages and

On a cloudy day …

disadvantages. And while we can’t

The light is easy for a photographer

totally predict what sort of weather

to work with! Clouds diffuse harsh

your wedding will be blessed with,

sunlight. Your photographer will be

here are some things to keep

able to shoot pretty much anywhere

in mind.

in any direction. This is also the
most flattering light!

On a bright, sunny day with
blue skies …

On a wet day …

You’ll have a cheerful mood for

Everybody will head indoors, so

your outdoor wedding, but it limits

make sure you follow my indoor

the options for your photographer!

lighting, styling and formal location

Un-diffused sunlight is very harsh

tips! Also, make sure you have

and unflattering. So don’t expect

plenty of large golf umbrellas at

soft romantic photos unless there’s

the ready! Even the most sensible

somewhere shady to shoot. You’ll

of wedding guests can get caught

need to look for areas of open

up in the excitement and forget to

shade. For example, the canopy of

bring one.

Now we’ve got the alfresco
wedding photography theory
covered … let me show you what
your marquee wedding photos
could look like!

BROWSE SOME PAST SVP MARQUEE WEDDINGS

Hey happy humans!
Don’t forget that one of the best parts of a
wedding at home is that you can bring your
furry family too.
We love the outdoors. Sniffing trees, rolling on grass, chasing birds, eating
rabbit poo … aaah. No wonder they call it the GREAT outdoors! And things get
even better when there’s a wedding involved; hello cake crumbs to sniff out and
cuddles to collect from all the guests.
And if you’re wondering how to involve your pooch in your wedding, why not
walk to the church together, let them greet you post-ceremony (or carry your
rings down the aisle!) and, obviously, include them in your family photos.

Woof woof!
Daisy and Poppy
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